What have articles in reputable political science journals reported to peers in the academic community? This document lists a cross section of research findings clearly communicated in abstracts. To help better understand where the research emphasis has been for more than 50 years, the list is organized by general themes. In most instances I list the findings verbatim (but without quotes) to avoid losing any meaning. Some have been paraphrased for word economy. If one or more findings are of interest, I strongly recommend at least reading the abstract of the article so that the briefly mentioned finding is given proper context. Themes are not mutually exclusive. It is common for any given article to address two or more listed themes.

Political scientists have learned:

**Ambition (or Progressive Ambition)**

Legislative career orientation is associated with attainment of a leadership position, political ambition, and acceptance of legislative norms.¹

Institutional characteristics that foster progressive ambition increases the likelihood that national or local political conditions will be translated into meaningful choices at the ballot box.²

---


Political ambitions combined with the resources offered by professional legislatures can enhance the prospects for representation of citizen interests because ambitious legislators have strong incentives to closely monitor constituent opinions while they wait for a strategic opportunity to run for higher office.³

**Recruitment, Candidate Emergence**

Partisan polarization may be discouraging ideological moderates in the pipeline [state legislatures] from pursuing a congressional career.⁴ Liberal Republican and conservative Democratic state legislators are less likely to run for Congress than those at the ideological poles, though this disparity is especially pronounced among Republicans.⁵

State legislators serving in professional institutions and in competitive districts are most likely to be contacted by national party leaders.⁶

There exists a strong relationship between recruitment activity and role orientation.⁷

**Norms, Roles, Representation, Professionalism**

---
³ See note 2
Legislative norms and behaviors have adapted over time to accommodate changing member expectations and ambitions.\textsuperscript{8}

Evidence that politicians systematically discount the opinions of constituents with whom they disagree and that this “disagreement discounting” is a contributing factor to ideological incongruence.\textsuperscript{9}

Evidence that state legislators tend to be most representative of the mass public, when compared with county political party leaders and state bureaucrats.\textsuperscript{10}

Term-limited legislators become less beholden to the constituents in their geographical districts and more attentive to other concerns.\textsuperscript{11}

Results show that legislative institutions, district demand, and individual traits structure legislators’ strategic representational priorities.\textsuperscript{12}


Legislators serving in bodies characterized as full-time, professional legislatures spend more time on the job than those in part-time institutions, but there is significant variation across states in both groups.  

Representational roles and behavior are related; legislators who think of themselves as delegates are much more likely to hold frequent district office hours than their counterparts who think of themselves as trustees. Overall, legislators are more likely to consider themselves trustees than delegates. Multimember districts and term limits increase the likelihood that legislators think of themselves as trustees.

Legislators who are progressively ambitious spend more time monitoring public opinion than legislators who are non-ambitious or statically ambitious and that legislative resources augment this effect.

**Elite Views/Differences**

State legislators, termed a “poorly informed elite,” appear to misperceive public opinion more often than one might expect.

Survey data have supported the following hypotheses: (1) candidates' issue positions do not converge; (2) party elites have more extreme positions than do candidates; (3) candidate issue

---


15 See note 2

positioning is a function of party-elite issue positions and union involvement in the campaign, as well as constituency characteristics; and (4) when candidates rely heavily on elite resources during their campaign, elites become more important in shaping candidate issue positions.\(^{17}\)

Survey field experiments have suggested voters often defer to politicians’ policy judgments.\(^{18}\)

Experimental survey data show legislators appear similarly moderate as citizens, not more extreme; however, politically engaged citizens appear especially moderate.\(^{19}\)

\textit{Gender Views/Differences}

Women have been found to be as ambitious for public office-holding as their male counterparts.\(^{20}\)

A woman’s belief structure about electoral success sustains ambition for elective office in a manner different from men.\(^{21}\)


Female state legislators are much more responsive to the expected benefit of office than are males, offsetting their diminished ambition level.22

Findings reveal that women in states with the highest percentages of female representatives introduce and pass more priority bills dealing with issues of women, children, and families than men in their states and more than their female counterparts in low representation legislatures. Moreover, women can successfully diffuse their priorities throughout the legislative process in one of two ways: through high percentages of women in office or through the presence of a formal women's legislative caucus.23

Comparing Australian state parliamentarians with U.S. state legislators found a positive relationship between gender and ideology among only American Democrats. In both countries, women are far more likely to serve on committees dealing with welfare, education, and children's issues. Regarding leadership roles, no direct gender effect is found in the Australian case. In the United States women are significantly less likely to hold leadership positions.24

The primary effect of gender on roll call voting is that it leads female legislators to make different choices in ideology and partisanship as compared to their male counterparts.25

Compared to twenty years ago [1970s], authors found that gender differences in legislative activities have nearly disappeared, but men and women now have different legislative priorities.26

Survey evidence supports the sex role socialization literature that argues that interpersonal relations figure more predominantly in the motives of female officeholders than for men.27

**Race/Ethnic Views, Differences**

Unlike other race and gender groups, black women in state legislatures seem to share a strong consensus on which policy areas should receive priority. To these women, the most pressing issues are education, health care, economic development, and employment.28

When the dependent variable is the average effectiveness rating given by three groups--lobbyists, journalists, and other legislators--there is evidence that African American representatives are evaluated negatively because of their race.29

Evidence points to many significant racial differences between black and white lawmakers, especially their perceptions of black legislative life and racial progress.30

---

Committees

The extent to which the committee system can provide the necessary procedural efficiency will depend in part upon whether the specific organizing decisions take into account the size and partisan composition of the chamber.\(^{31}\)

Findings from a study of six Colorado committees indicate that there is significant variation across committees in the extent of over-representation of interests. Committee members are likely to set the agenda, and to alter a bill or even reject it if those groups or agencies which are in the subsystem object.\(^{32}\)

Leadership

The expectation that legislators who exhibit strong support for the legislative party system would be more likely to look to legislative party leaders for cues is confirmed by survey evidence.\(^{33}\)

Legislative party leaders pressure members more on votes when the outcome affects the party valence brand. Findings provide a rationale for why legislative leaders put so much effort into media spin battles and suggest that parties’ reputations affect legislative leaders’ ability to pass their agenda.\(^{34}\)

---


More professional state legislatures tend to have more powerful leaders. There is strong support for a partisan model of legislative organization.\(^{35}\)

**Rules**

The presence of majoritarian rules significantly reduces the majority party’s advantage in obtaining its preferred legislative outcomes, particularly as the preferences of the floor and majority-party medians diverge. These results demonstrate that the distribution of power in a legislature is a function of its full configuration of agenda-setting rules and thus provide an important qualification to theories of legislation organization.\(^{36}\)

**Party**

The party caucus is less central in chambers which are large or have dominant parties. Where the majority party caucus is central, legislators express greater satisfaction with committee decisions than with caucus decisions.\(^{37}\)

The value of the party brand can sometimes directly affect legislators’ votes.\(^{38}\)

---


\(^{38}\) See note 34
The party caucus is less central in chambers which are large or have dominant parties. Where the majority party caucus is central, legislators express greater satisfaction with committee decisions than with caucus decisions.\textsuperscript{39}

The results suggest that, although party and ideology both influence voting, the impact of party is greater. The magnitude of this impact varies, however, from chamber to chamber.\textsuperscript{40}

Examining 27 state lower chambers, authors found that overall parties exert detectable influence on 44\% of all roll calls and 69\% of close votes, but that the incidence of party influence varies strongly across chambers. Taking advantage of the comparative leverage the state context brings, authors learned that party influence responds significantly to measures of legislative careerism and state socioeconomic diversity, with majority size playing some role.\textsuperscript{41}

Survey analysis indicates that party lends order to conflict, producing the ideological low-dimensional space that is a trademark of American politics. Where parties are not active in the legislature—Nebraska is the test case—the clear structure found in partisan politics disappears. This works to sever the connection between voters and their elected representatives and, with it, the likelihood of electoral accountability that is essential for the health of liberal democracy.\textsuperscript{42}

Empirical tests indicate that parties interact with pivotal politics to contribute to policy gridlock and shape policy change. By bringing pressure to bear on pivotal politics "pivots" and by

\textsuperscript{39} See note 37
blocking policy changes that would "roll" the party, parties increase the range of policies subject to gridlock in the American political system.43

**Ideology**

Authors use a recurring survey of state legislative candidates to allow comparisons across time, chambers, and states as well as with the U.S. Congress. They combine that survey data with roll-call voting data to estimate ideal points for all state legislators serving during the study’s coverage period that are comparable across states and with the U.S. Congress.44

Evidence points to the effect of incumbent ideology on elections in 45 state legislatures, showing that ideological extremists are more likely to be opposed in the general election than are moderates and that extremists tend to do worse in challenged elections than moderates do.45

**Religion**

Findings indicate that, even when we control for political party affiliation, which is a dominant influence on roll-call voting, conservative Protestant religious affiliation and high religious salience influence legislative voting.46

**Term Limits**

With respect to legislative behavior, term limits decrease the time legislators devote to securing pork, and heighten the priority they place on the needs of the state and on the demands of conscience relative to district interests. At the same time, with respect to the legislature as an institution, term limits appear to be redistributing power away from majority party leaders and toward governors and possibly legislative staffers.47

Researcher have found that term limits have virtually no effect on the types of people elected to office—whether measured by a range of demographic characteristics or by ideological predisposition—but they do have measurable impact on certain behaviors and priorities reported by legislators in the survey, and on the balance of power among various institutional actors in the arena of state politics. The biggest impact on behavior and priorities shows term-limited legislators become less beholden to the constituents in their geographical districts and more attentive to other concerns. The reform also increases the power of the executive branch (governors and the bureaucracy) over legislative outcomes and weakens the influence of majority party leaders.48

With few exceptions, the available research indicates that term limits have weakened the ability of legislatures to check the authority of their governors and have shifted the balance of power to the executive branch.49

There are no systematic differences between term limit and non-term limit states in the composition of the legislature (e.g., professional backgrounds). Yet with respect to legislative

47 See note 11
48 See note 11
behavior, term limits decrease the time legislators devote to securing pork, and heighten the
priority they place on the needs of the state and on the demands of conscience relative to district
interests. At the same time, with respect to the legislature as an institution, term limits appear to
be redistributing power away from majority party leaders and toward governors and possibly
legislative staffers.50

**Specific Issues, Policies**

In the area of workmen's compensation, policy outputs are not important determinants of policy
outcomes.51

Using data comprising a representative nationwide sample, authors demonstrate that candidates
who accepted full public funding spent less time raising money than other candidates, including
those who accepted partial public funding.52

Regional location, sex, the urban character of the legislative district, and ideology were found to
be modestly related to individual perceptions of what constitutes corruption.53

---

50 See See note 11
Because traditional means of influence-lobbying and campaign support, for example-explain less of the importance legislators attach to business interests than to labor interests, the influence of business seems to derive in part from structural factors.\textsuperscript{54}

Exploiting variation in the timing of laws across the states and using data on the political participation of public school teachers from 1956 to 2004, authors find that the enactment of a mandatory bargaining law significantly boosted subsequent political participation among teachers.\textsuperscript{55}

Multivariate analyses indicated that legislators' race, gender, and party affiliation were consistent correlates of crime control ideology.\textsuperscript{56}

\textit{Time Management, Priorities}

Authors discuss findings from a national survey of state legislators in which they report spending more time on the job than one might anticipate given the presumably part-time nature of many state legislatures. They find that legislators serving in bodies characterized as full-time, professional legislatures spend more time on the job than those in part-time institutions, but there is also significant variation across states in both groups. They find considerable variation among individual legislators, which is related to factors such as holding a leadership position and a


legislator's demographic characteristics. They also show how time on the job is allocated among specific components of representation.\textsuperscript{57}

Evidence has shown that several variables affect the amount of time legislators devote to casework: state level factors, the number of demands made on the legislator, and the legislator's belief about what is important.\textsuperscript{58}

Researchers show that legislators who are progressively ambitious spend more time monitoring public opinion than legislators who are non-ambitious or statically ambitious and that legislative resources augment this effect.\textsuperscript{59}

Researchers found that state legislators distinguish between casework and pork activities, rank casework ahead of pork, and that the only common variable predicting both types of service activities is members' perceptions of their constituents' preferences.\textsuperscript{60}

Legislative institutions, district demand, and individual traits structure legislators’ strategic representational priorities to move toward the goal of reelection.\textsuperscript{61}

\textit{Information, Media}

\textsuperscript{57} See note 13
\textsuperscript{59} See note 2
\textsuperscript{61} See note 12
State legislators choose information sources to complement one another in fulfilling the members' diverse information needs.62

Data suggest state legislators frequently use media tactics in policy-making, although they still prefer traditional forms of legislating. While the bulk of their media tactics is aimed at constituents, state legislators also target policy elites. Evidence further suggests the frequency with which legislators use media tactics is largely a function of the resources at their disposal.63

Survey data suggest that study of legislative information sources should take into account the two-step flow of information and deference to committee recommendations.64

Legislators use information from different sources by way of different sub-processes: the development of legislation, persuasion, and the voting decision.65

State lawmakers' perceptions of Spanish media's effectiveness, and their use of media tools, suggest that district-level Spanish-language media contexts influence lawmakers' level of engagement with the news media.66

---